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Trefoil Gardens COVID-19 Action Plan

At Trefoil Gardens, we take the health and safety of our customers and shareholders seriously.

We have completed Produce Safety Alliance Training, and the Kingsridge CoOp/ Trefoil Gardens has a food safety plan that includes the following additional procedures to address the potential spread of COVID-19:

1. Two individuals are the only ones who ever harvest, process, or pack any of the produce from our CoOp gardens. We monitor our temperatures and check for symptoms whenever handling produce. If symptomatic, these individuals do not handle food.
2. Nitrile gloves, arm coverings, aprons, face masks, and head coverings are standard during food processing handling.
3. Sanitized harvest and wash equipment. All new packaging for all produce. No “pick thru” opportunities for customers at drop-off locations.
4. Social Distancing at Produce Pickups. Only one customer at our sanitized table at a time (and please stay on your side of the line).
5. No handling of cash at point of sale.

Other Farm Workers:

Workshare members are never allowed in harvest/ processing/ packing lines and are instructed to maintain current COVID-19 social distancing protocols.

Workshare members receive additional instruction to not attend workshare events if they are symptomatic or have been directly exposed to others who are symptomatic.

Workshare events are outdoors-only, and attendance is limited to a small enough group to manage social distancing while in the Kingsridge CoOp.